January 9
The Fifth Season

February 13
Spinning Silver

by N.K. Jemisin

by Naomi Novik

The world is ending in
Jemisin’s new novel, “The
Fifth Season,” in ways
from small to large and
fast to slow, yet that’s not
such a bad thing, because
the world is the enemy of
the story: Father Earth as an antagonist
whose unending cycle of destruction is all
the more terrible for its faceless, insensate
nature. The planet’s oppression of its inhabitants parallels their own systematic
oppression of the orogenes, mutants
whose power to subdue the violent earth
— at a cost — evokes the fear and hatred
of the humans around them, and the hunger to make use of them. The lives and
minds and bodies of the orogenes are
trampled and exploited by their civilization
as casually as the planetary crust shudders
open a new volcano: a similarly impersonal
cruelty that in both cases leads inevitably
to the fifth season of death and destruction

Miryem is the daughter and
granddaughter of moneylenders... but her father isn't a very
good one. Free to lend and reluctant to collect, he has loaned out
most of his wife's dowry and left
the family on the edge of poverty
--until Miryem steps in. Hardening her heart against her fellow
villagers' pleas, she sets out to
collect what is owed--and finds
herself more than up to the task.
When her grandfather loans her a
pouch of silver pennies, she
brings it back full of gold. But
having the reputation of being
able to change silver to gold can be
more trouble than
it's
worth-especially
when
her fate becomes
tangled with the
cold creatures that
haunt the wood,
and whose king
has learned of her
reputation and wants to exploit it
for reasons Miryem cannot understand.

March 13
Artemis
by Andy Weir
Jazz Bashara is a criminal. Well, sort of.
Life on Artemis, the first and only city on

the moon, is tough if you're not a rich tourist or an eccentric billionaire. So smuggling
in the occasional harmless bit of contraband barely counts, right?
Not when you've got debts
to pay and your job as a porter barely covers the rent.
Everything changes when
Jazz sees the chance to commit the perfect crime, with a reward too
lucrative to turn down. But pulling off the
impossible is just the start of her problems,
as she learns that she's stepped square into a conspiracy for control of Artemis itself—and that now, her only chance at survival lies in a gambit even riskier than the

first.

The Curse of Chalion

May 8
The Uplift War

by Lois Mcmaster Bujold

By David Brin

April 10

On the eve of the Daughter's
Day,a man broken in body and
spirit makes his way slowly
down the road to Valenda. A
former courtier and soldier, Cazaril has survived indignity and
torture as a slave aboard an
enemy galley. Now he seeks
nothing more than a menial job
in the kitchens of the Dowager
Provincara, in the noble household where he served as page in his youth.
But the gods have greater plans for this humbled man. Welcomed warmly, clothed and fed,
he is named, to his great surprise, secretary
tutor to the Royesse Iselle ,strong-willed sister
of the impetuous boy who is destined to be the
next ruler of the land. But the assignment must
ultimately carry Cazaril to the one place he
fears even more than the sea: to the royal
court of Cardegoss,rife with intrigues.
In Cardegoss, the powerful enemies
who once placed Cazaril in chains and bound
him to a Roknari oar now occupy the most
lofty positions in the realm, beneath only the
Roya himself. Yet something for more sinister
than their scheming hangs like a sword over
the royal family: a curse of the blood that taints
not only those who would rule, but those who
stand in their circle. The life and future of both
Iselle and her entire blighted House of Chalion
lie in dire peril. The only recourse left to her
loyal, damaged servant is the employment of
the darkest and most forbidden of magics --a
choice that will indelibly mark Cazaril as a tool
of the miraculous -and trap him, in a maze of
demonic paradox, damnation, and death.

Far across the Galaxy, a dolphin-crewed
starship has made a discovery of startling
significance. Senior Galactic clans have dispatched fleets to find that ship, but have
also decided to hold Earth and her colony
worlds hostage for the data being handed
over. To this end, Earth and her Tymbrimi
allies have been forced to pull back most of
their military to defend their homeworlds,
leaving outlying colonies vulnerable.
Garth is one such world, a verdant planet
nearly wrecked in an ecological holocaust
millennia earlier. Humans and their neochimpanzee clients have worked hard to
restore the planet to a livable state, but
now find their world under occupation by
the hostile, avian Gubru. With most of the
human populace imprisoned,
it falls to a band of chimps, a
single free human and the
Tymbrimi ambassador and
his daughter to resist the occupiers...and try to keep a
secret that Garth has held
for years.
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